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Lucy Negro Redux is an original ballet choreographed by Nashville Ballet’s Artistic Director Paul Vasterling based 
on Caroline Randall Williams’s book of poetry of the same name. The piece explores the author’s thesis that the 
“Dark Lady” and the “Fair Youth”—the subjects and inspiration of hundreds of Shakespeare’s love sonnets—were 
undoubtedly a black woman and a young man, respectively.
 
A non-linear story of two present-day and three historical characters—the author/narrator, a professor, William 
Shakespeare, Lucy Negro and Fair Youth—is strung together by a score featuring original compositions by Rhiannon 
Giddens and spoken word from Williams’s book. The ballet explores themes of love, otherness, equality and beauty. 
As the piece alternates in time, Elizabethan and present day, we see through dance how relationship themes 
transcend time. The audience is privy to the exploration of Shakespeare’s romantic connection to both the male Fair 
Youth and the black Lucy Negro. Ultimately, in experiencing Lucy Negro, the narrator, and thus the audience, finds a 
powerful female voice.

Production Credits:
Conceived & adapted as a ballet by Paul Vasterling*
Libretto, choreography & direction by Paul Vasterling
Based on the book by Caroline Randall Williams
Music composed & performed by Rhiannon Giddens & Francesco Turrisi**
Spoken word performed by Caroline Randall Williams
Costume, scenic & prop design by Doug Fitch
Costume design assistant, Sharone Malka
Lighting design by Scott Leathers

*Lucy Negro Redux ballet © 2019, Paul Vasterling. All rights reserved. The ballet Lucy Negro Redux was created through generous 
fellowships to Mr. Vasterling at New York University’s Center for Ballet and the Arts, the Virginia Center for Creative Arts and the 
Chautauqua Institution. Lucy Negro Redux was funded in part by awards from the National Endowment for the Arts, the Metro Nashville 
Arts Commission and New Music USA.

**”At the Purchaser’s Option” co-written by Joey Ryan. “The Love We Almost Had” co-written by Bhi Bhiman.

World Premiere:
February 8-10, 2019 at TPAC’s Polk Theater in Nashville, TN

About Lucy Negro Redux
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About the Artists

PAUL VASTERLING, Artistic Director
Paul Vasterling’s artistic career began at age 10 when he started studying piano, then expanded at age 16 when 
he started dancing. From this start, Mr. Vasterling landed at Nashville Ballet where he became a company dancer, 
teacher, ballet master and choreographer. He stepped into the role of Artistic Director of Nashville Ballet in 1998, 
10 years after he began his association with the organization. A choreographer with a deep affinity for music, Mr. 
Vasterling has created over 40 works, ranging from classical, full-length story ballets to contemporary one-acts. 
With a special focus on highlighting the wealth of artistry and rich history of Nashville, Mr. Vasterling’s connection 
to music and passion for community have led to collaborations with numerous nationally and internationally 
renowned musicians and institutions, including The Bluebird Cafe, Ben Folds, Rhiannon Giddens and more; Nashville 
Ballet has commissioned 22 original scores for brand-new ballets under his direction. Mr. Vasterling is also a gifted 
storyteller with a penchant for creating vivid narratives such as Peter Pan, Layla and the Majnun, Lizzie Borden, 
Cinderella, Romeo & Juliet, A Midsummer Night’s Dream and Nashville’s favorite holiday tradition, Nashville’s 
Nutcracker. Mr. Vasterling’s choreographic credits extend beyond ballet to the recent Nashville Children’s Theatre 
production Dragons Love Tacos. Beyond his own choreography, Mr. Vasterling has expanded the company’s 
repertoire to include works by Salvatore Aiello, George Balanchine, James Canfield, Lew Christensen, Jirí Kylián, 
Twyla Tharp and Christopher Wheeldon, among many others. He has also edited and updated the classic productions 
Giselle, The Sleeping Beauty and Swan Lake and has grown the company from a troupe of 12 to 25 professional 
dancers. With a commitment to cultivating an organization high on artistry and dramatic power, Mr. Vasterling has 
taken Nashville Ballet across the country and beyond—Nashville Ballet’s company made its Kennedy Center debut 
in 2017 and has toured throughout the U.S., including performances in St. Louis, Charleston and a debut at the 
Chautauqua Institution in August 2018. The company has also toured internationally in South America and Europe, 
and many of Mr. Vasterling’s original works have been staged by companies nationally and internationally. Mr. 
Vasterling graduated Magna Cum Laude from Loyola University. He is a Fulbright Scholar and has been awarded 
many prestigious fellowships—Mr. Vasterling is a Virginia Center for the Creative Arts Fellow and was selected as 
one of the Fellows in residence for the 2017-2018 academic year at The Center for Ballet and the Arts at New York 
University.

CAROLINE RANDALL WILLIAMS, Author, Lucy Negro, Redux
Caroline Randall Williams is a writer and educator in Nashville, Tenn. She is co-author of the Phyllis Wheatley 
Award-winning The Diary of B.B. Bright, and the NAACP Image Award-winning Soul Food Love. The Cave Canem 
Fellow has been published in multiple journals, essay collections and news outlets, including The Iowa Review, The 
Massachusetts Review and the New York Times. Her debut collection, Lucy Negro, Redux, was published in 2016 
and has been adapted for the stage by Nashville Ballet.

RHIANNON GIDDENS, Composer
Rhiannon Giddens is the co-founder of the GRAMMY Award-winning string band Carolina Chocolate Drops, in which 
she also plays banjo and fiddle. She began gaining recognition as a solo artist when she stole the show at the T 
Bone Burnett-produced “Another Day, Another Time” concert at New York City’s Town Hall in 2013. The elegant 
bearing, prodigious voice and fierce spirit that brought the audience to its feet that night is also abundantly evident 
on Ms. Giddens’ critically acclaimed solo debut, the GRAMMY-nominated album Tomorrow Is My Turn, which 
masterfully blends American musical genres like gospel, jazz, blues and country, showcasing her extraordinary 
emotional range and dazzling vocal prowess. Ms. Giddens’ follow-up album, Freedom Highway, was released in 
February 2017. It includes nine original songs Ms. Giddens wrote or co-wrote along with a traditional song and two 
civil rights-era songs, “Birmingham Sunday” and Staple Singers’ well-known “Freedom Highway,” from which the 
album takes its name. Ms. Giddens has performed for President Obama and First Lady Michelle Obama, appeared 
on The Late Show, Austin City Limits, Later…with Jools Holland, both CBS Saturday and CBS Sunday Morning, and 
dueted with country superstar Eric Church on his powerful anti-racism song “Kill a Word” (including performing the 
song on The Tonight Show and the CMA Awards, among other programs). In 2017, Ms. Giddens was awarded a 
MacArthur Fellowship and she has also received the BBC Radio 2 Folk Award for Singer of the Year and the Steve 
Martin Prize for Excellence in Bluegrass and Banjo. She has performed a recurring role on the television drama 
Nashville, playing the role of Hanna Lee “Hallie” Jordan, a young social worker with “the voice of an angel.”



About the Artists (Cont’d)

FRANCESCO TURRISI, Co-Composer
Blending elements of jazz, early and world music, this “musical alchemist” (The Irish Times) seamlessly blends 
genres to create ancient melodies and rhythms through a contemporary jazz prism. Francesco Turrisi has collaborated 
with a wide range of artists in jazz, world and early music such as Bobby McFerrin, Dave Liebman, Gianluigi Trovesi, 
Nils Landgren, Wolfgang Muthspiel, Barry Guy, Gabriele Mirabassi, Savina Yannatou, Maria Pia de Vito, Theodosii 
Spassov, Gavin Bryars, Bang on a Can, Misia, The King’s Singers, Veronique Gens, Philippe Jaroussky, Pepe el 
Habichuela, Lucilla Galeazzi and Bijan Chemirani.

DOUG FITCH, Costume, Scenic & Prop Designer
Visual artist, designer, and director Doug Fitch created several productions with the New York Philharmonic, 
including Ligeti’s Le Grand Macabre, Janáček’s The Cunning Little, A Dancer’s Dream and HK Gruber’s Gloria – A Pig 
Tale. Petrushka, one half of A Dancer’s Dream, was later performed at the Barbican in London. Le Grand Macabre 
will be remounted at the ElbPhilharmonie in Hamburg, Germany this May.  He has created major productions for 
Los Angeles Opera, Los Angeles Philharmonic, Santa Fe Opera and the Royal Stockholm Philharmonic Orchestra, 
and for Bard’s SummerScape Festival. His Tanglewood production of Elliot Carter’s What Next? conducted by James 
Levine was filmed, then screened at The Museum of Modern Art. He directed and designed the original version of 
Orphic Moments at National Sawdust, which was later remounted at the Salzburg Landestheater. He designed a 
third version for Master Voices at the Rose Theater, Lincoln Center. Also at National Sawdust, he performed a live-
animated version of Pictures at an Exhibition with Alessio Bax, later remounted with Inon Barnaton at Town Hall. His 
cabaret Doug Fitch’s Art Gallery Variety Show has appeared at National Sawdust and La Maison Francaise, Columbia 
University. He is currently creating a new puppet show for The Salzburg Marionette Theater for the city’s Mozart 
Festival. Mr. Fitch is a co-founder of Giants Are Small, which in co-production with Universal Music and Deutsche 
Grammophon, developed Peter and the Wolf in Hollywood, an iPad app, CD and digital album featuring Alice Cooper 
as narrator and the German National Youth Orchestra playing the music. Recent projects include the premiere of the 
opera 6/20/Outrageous by Daniel Thomas Davis at Symphony Space and Pan, created in collaboration with Marcos 
Balter and Claire Chase at The Kitchen. Mr. Fitch resides in Brooklyn, New York.

KAYLA ROWSER, Company Dancer
Originally from Conyers, Ga., Kayla Rowser trained at the Magdalena Maury School of Classical Ballet in 
Fayetteville, Ga., with Georgia Youth Ballet under the direction of Magdalena Maury, Jonsie Pollock and Magda 
Aunon. After graduating high school, she joined Charleston Ballet Theatre for a season before joining Nashville 
Ballet’s second company, NB2. In her two years as a trainee, she performed with the main company in several series 
before being promoted to an apprentice. Since being promoted to company member in 2010, Rowser has performed 
as Odette/Odile in Swan Lake, Aurora in The Sleeping Beauty and Cinderella in Paul Vasterling’s Cinderella. Other 
notable roles in Vasterling’s works include the Sugar Plum Fairy and Snow Queen in Nashville’s Nutcracker, Fortuna 
in Carmina Burana and Layla in Layla and the Majnun. Rowser was also featured in Christopher Bruce’s Sergeant 
Early’s Dream, as the Russian Girl in Balanchine’s Serenade and danced the title role in Vasterling’s Firebird. In 2018, 
Rowser performed as the third movement principal in Balanchine’s Western Symphony, in addition to dancing in Jiří 
Kylián’s Sechs Tänze and as a principal in Christopher Wheeldon’s Ghosts. Other contemporary works include pieces 
by Gina Patterson, Christopher Stuart and Salvatore Aiello among others. Rowser has been named one of Dance 
Magazine’s “Top 25 to Watch” and has been featured in Pointe Magazine, The Washington Post and Huffington 
Post. She has performed in the Kansas City Dance Festival, Spoleto Dance Festival and Spring to Dance in St. Louis. 
When not rehearsing or performing, she enjoys teaching ballet to young students and accepted an invitation to 
teach master classes at Yale University. Rowser was awarded the Individual Artist Fellowship by the Tennessee Arts 
Commission in 2015 for her artistic achievements. Outside of the studio, Rowser enjoys cooking, yoga and exploring 
Nashville when she is not studying in pursuit of a bachelor’s degree in Communications.
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In the News

What if Shakespeare’s Dark Lady 
Told Their Love Story? What if It 
Were a Ballet?

Writer: Tariro Mzezewa
Date published: February 5, 2019
New York Times
Link: https://www.nytimes.com/2019/02/05/
arts/dance/nashville-ballet-shakespeare-lucy-
negro.html?smid=tw-nytimesarts&smtyp=cur

When Caroline Randall Williams’s book of 
poetry “Lucy Negro, Redux” was published in 
2015, she hoped its words would transcend 
the pages on which they were printed. But she 
said she never imagined that the book would be 
turned into a ballet.

Paul Vasterling, the artistic director at Nashville 
Ballet, based in the Tennessee city that is also 
Ms. Williams’s hometown, read the book in 
2016 and knew immediately that he wanted 
to adapt it for the stage. “The images the 
book pulled up for me are very dancelike,” 
Mr. Vasterling said. “Poetry is close to dance 
because it’s open to interpretation, and you 
bring yourself to it.”

“Lucy Negro, Redux” tells the story of a slice 
of Shakespeare’s love life from the perspective 

of the so-called Dark Lady for whom many of his sonnets were written. Some scholars and readers, including Ms. 
Williams, believe that the Dark Lady was Dark Luce or Lucy Negro — not just a woman with dark eyes and hair, but 
a black woman who owned a brothel in London.

In the ballet, “Attitude: Lucy Negro Redux,” which is to have its premiere on Friday in Nashville, Ms. Williams’s 
poetry is both script and part of the music. She will read some poems onstage, including a sequence that Mr. 
Vasterling said inspired a danced montage of Lucy’s past, her life as a prostitute, her struggles and, finally, her 
claiming of her own power. A pas de deux with Lucy and Shakespeare was inspired by a section of the book called 
“Happy Duet of Lucy and Shakespeare.”

“One of the undercurrents of those poems is that she is unbothered by him,” Ms. Williams said. Shakespeare “is 
obsessed with her. He is shook by this woman, and he’s like ‘You don’t love me back! I don’t know how to operate 
within the universe.’ And this woman is like, ‘Get out of here, I’m so good with myself that you’re not good enough, 
Shakespeare.’”

The production’s creative team places three women of color front and center: Ms. Williams, the ballerina Kayla 
Rowser and the musician Rhiannon Giddens. If the ballet is about Lucy’s power and otherness, its back storyis about 
the collaboration of these women, who with Mr. Vasterling and the jazz composer Francesco Turrisi, are bringing 
Lucy to the stage.

When Ms. Williams was first approached by Mr. Vasterling about making her book a ballet, she was interested but 
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had one important question for him: “Do you have a dancer that makes sense?”

“And by that,” she said, “I meant: Do you have a world class woman of color?”

He had the perfect dancer — Ms. Rowser, who had more than a decade of experience and several principal roles 
under her belt, including Odette/Odile in “Swan Lake” and Aurora in “The Sleeping Beauty.”

With the lead role filled, Ms. Williams and Mr. Vasterling had to make some choices about music. Ms. Williams had 
one person in mind: Ms. Giddens. The two had met years before and had been itching to collaborate.

“This book has blues, it has rock ‘n’ roll,” Ms. Williams said. “It has the past, the present — and Rhiannon’s career 
has been about making the past relevant in the present, finding intersections, creating new art out of that which is 
old.”

The plan was that Ms. Giddens would contribute a few songs, but she ended up doing the entire score, working 
closely with Mr. Turrisi. The music is an amalgamation of Shakespearean-era Renaissance and early American — 
banjo, blues and work songs — joined occasionally by Ms. Williams’s poetry.

“It’s amazing how well they work together,” Ms. Giddens said.

Ms. Giddens, 41, who has been described as an anthropologist of traditional songwriting, said creating the ballet’s 
score was a chance to continue her goal of collaborating with, and highlighting stories about, black women. 
“Working on this was a way to do that,” she said, “while crossing disciplines with Caroline and Kayla.” She and Mr. 
Turrisi will also perform the music live.

The process of making “Attitude: Lucy Negro Redux” was intensely collaborative. In August, the creative team spent 
a week at the Chautauqua Institution in New York working and reworking every aspect of the ballet. The group 
talked about what to cut from the book and what to keep, what kind of steps to include in the choreography and how 
to best work the poetry into the score.

Ms. Rowser, who has had multiple roles made for her, said this was the first time that she was deeply involved in 
the choreographing of a ballet from its earliest stages. It’s also “the first time that something will be created where 
part of who I am is absolutely necessary to the role,” she said.

Depicting the “unbothered” Lucy of Ms. Williams’s poems in ballet was a challenge. To avoid presenting Lucy 
through a male point of view, Mr. Vasterling and Ms. Williams worked closely together, always considering how Ms. 
Rowser felt while doing the choreography.

One thing Ms. Rowser knew right away, she said, was that she wanted to be on point for the whole ballet, though 
Mr. Vasterling had planned to use point only at the end when “Lucy finds her strength.” But for Ms. Rowser, “her 
strength was always there.”

Mr. Vasterling stressed that “We have been hyper-conscious about presenting Lucy as an independent woman 
comfortable in her own skin, her beauty and her power — I believe this was the truth that Caroline was working for 
in her poetry.”

Ms. Williams, 31, didn’t start as a poet. She grew up in Nashville wanting to act in Shakespearean plays. But she 
couldn’t find multilayered stories about black women in that repertory. So, at the advice of her mother, Alice Randall, 
she wrote “Lucy Negro, Redux,” to help fill that gap — and to give her a role with which she could identify.

“I came to Shakespeare as an actress at a young age,” Ms. Williams said. “So discovering this woman that was 
attached to him and then rereading when he says ‘if hairs be wires, black wires grow from her head’ and thinking 
maybe she was just really black like me helped me.”

Working on this ballet had special meaning for its female collaborators, but they aren’t shy about the important role 



Mr. Vasterling and Mr. Turrisi have played in bringing “Lucy Negro, Redux” to the stage.

“We can’t do this alone,” Ms. Giddens said. “No one can do anything alone. And so when an ally comes in the form 
of Paul or Francesco, for example, it’s important to listen.”

For Ms. Williams, the goal is to inspire: “I hope anyone who is any kind of other will see us three women of color 
in these traditionally white arts — bluegrass music, classical ballet and Shakespearean theater — and say ‘they 
belong there, and I do, too,’” she said.

In Nashville, ‘Beauty Herself Is Black’: The ballet ‘Attitude: Lucy Negro Redux’ is a 
forceful claiming of female desire and sexual self-determination.

Writer: Margaret Renkl
Date published: February 18, 2019
New York Times, Opinion Section
Link: https://www.nytimes.com/2019/02/18/opinion/lucy-negro-ballet-nashville.html

NASHVILLE — This is an arts town, and artistic miracles happen here with some regularity, but last weekend’s 
miracle was not the usual kind. Watching John Prine, at the age of 72,dance onstage after a three-hour performance 
at the legendary Ryman Auditorium — that’s a truly Nashville kind of miracle. Watching “Lucy Negro, Redux,” a 
poetry collection by an African-American woman, come to life as a ballet — a ballet scored by an African-American 
woman and danced by an African-American woman? That’s the kind of miracle Nashville has never seen before.

The project started with Caroline Randall Williams, who became fascinated as a graduate student with a theory 
advanced by Duncan Salkeld, a Shakespeare scholar at the University of Chichester, that the mysterious Dark Lady 
of Shakespeare’s sonnets wasn’t a white woman with a dark complexion at all — she was a black woman called 
“Black Luce,” or “Lucy Negro,” who owned a brothel in Shakespearean London. When Shakespeare wrote in Sonnet 
132, “Then will I swear beauty herself is black,” he meant, actually, black.

There are different theories about the identity of the sonnets’ Dark Lady — just as there is much speculation 
about the identity of the “fair youth” to whom so many of the earlier sonnets are addressed — but this one ignited 
the young poet’s imagination. Ms. Randall Williams descends from Nashville literary royalty: Her mother is the 
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novelist and songwriter Alice Randall; her paternal grandfather was the civil-rights activist Avon Williams; a great-
grandfather was the Harlem Renaissance poet (and later Fisk University writer-in-residence) Arna Bontemps. But 
Caroline Randall Williams also descends from white men who raped her black ancestors. She carries in her very 
DNA the conflict at the heart of “Lucy Negro, Redux”: What does it mean for a woman to be both desired and reviled 
for the color of her skin?

A university research grant allowed Ms. Randall Williams to join Dr. Salkeld’s search through primary documents for 
definitive proof that Lucy Negro was indeed Shakespeare’s Dark Lady. Proof was not forthcoming, but poetry was.

The poems in “Lucy Negro, Redux” — first published in 2015 and reissued last week in an expanded edition by Third 
Man Books — defy genre. Or rather, they wander with intense prepossession through many genres. Part lyrical 
narrative, part bluesy riff, part schoolyard chant and part holy incantation, the book is an unflinching investigation of 
otherness and a dead-sexy exploration of the intersection of identity and desire. Above all it is a witty and audacious 
rejoinder to literary history and its systematic suppression of female voices. Especially black female voices.

It’s a powerful collection, but it is not the kind of book that you might naturally think of as source material for an 
original ballet. Unless, that is, you’re Paul Vasterling, the visionary artistic director of the Nashville Ballet, where a 
transcendent dancer named Kayla Rowser — a fierce intensity of muscle and bone and spirit, untroubled by gravity 
— was perfectly positioned to play Lucy as Caroline Randall Williams imagined her.

Before long, Mr. Vasterling had persuaded Rhiannon Giddens — a conservatory-trained MacArthur fellow, though 
she may be better known as a co-founder of the Carolina Chocolate Drops and as a recurring character on the drama 
“Nashville” — to write the score. Working in collaboration with the jazz composer Francesco Turrisi, Ms. Giddens 
also performed the music onstage while Ms. Randall Williams herself entered the performance space as both 
narrator and muse and, at times, the still center to a swirling human kaleidoscope of dancing bodies.

I am still pondering the artistic miracle that unfolded before me last weekend in a sold-out series before the most 
diverse audience I have ever seen at the Tennessee Performing Arts Center’s Polk Theater. “Attitude: Lucy Negro 
Redux” was a beautifully choreographed ballet, but it was more than a ballet: It was also a spoken-word incantation 
and a showcase for the musical genius of Rhiannon Giddens. It was a love story, but it was more than a love story: 
It was also a forceful and pointed claiming of female desire — for authority, for sovereignty, for sexual self-
determination.

The Nashville literary world is small enough that most writers know, or at least have met, the other writers who live 
here. I first met Caroline Randall Williams when she was 4 years old, the year I met her mother. As part of my job as 
editor of a literary publication here, I celebrated the arrival of “Lucy Negro, Redux” when it was published the first 
time, in a tiny print run from a tiny press.

But I was not at all prepared for “Lucy Negro Redux,” the ballet. There is nothing tiny about it, or about the 
scope of its artistic ambitions. It is a full-throated, full-bodied exploration of love and desire, exultation and loss, 
belonging and expulsion, ownership and autonomy. A mixed-media, multigenre embodiment of a scholarly theory 
about an arcane point of literary history might not seem like fertile ground for enchantment, but it was absolutely 
transformative.

Who is Lucy Negro? We may never know whether she was Shakespeare’s Dark Lady, but we know that she is Kayla 
Rowser, who has spent her entire professional life in a field that rarely elevates a dancer with brown skin. We know 
that she is Rhiannon Giddens, who moves fluidly between African diaspora music and American symphony halls. We 
know that she is Caroline Randall Williams, an African-American woman with depraved white ancestors who grew 
up in a literary household and learned to love Shakespeare when she was still a child.

And now Lucy Negro is Nashville, too, for she has taught us something about who we are. Flawed and impossible as 
this city may be on so many scores, it is also a place where a choreographer and a poet and a composer can come 
together with an entire ballet company to make something wildly original, something so unlike anything else that 
all description falls short of its otherworldly reality. A place where, when the curtain drops, the very city cries out: 
“Brava! Brava! Oh, brava!”



Nashville Ballet’s ‘Lucy Negro Redux,’ created for black female lead, breaks barriers

Writer: Jessica Bliss
Date published: January 31, 2019
Tennessean
Link: https://www.tennessean.com/story/life/2019/01/31/nashville-ballet-lucy-negro-redux-shakespeare-black-
lady-rhiannon-giddens/2619625002/

Her eyes were “raven black.” Her hair “black wires.”

She was a woman who, though “not born fair,” did “no beauty lack.”

And of her, Shakespeare wrote: “I swear beauty herself is black.”

Time and again, the mysterious “Dark Lady” showed up in William Shakespeare’s sonnets. Some believe her to be a 
madam called “Lucy Negro” or “Black Luce.” 

And though her true identity may be one of the greatest mysteries of English literature, her presence has inspired 
passion in balladry and art.

Now, the poet’s desire will appear center stage in an original, boundary-pushing production by the Nashville Ballet.

“Lucy Negro Redux,” a work based on a book of the same name by 31-year-old Nashville author Caroline Randall 
Williams, goes starkly against ballet’s historical trends as a piece created exclusively for an African-American 
female lead. 
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It tells the story of Shakespeare’s loves. But, at its core, it’s an exploration of what it means to be “othered” and of 
one woman’s journey discovering her own self-worth in that otherness.

It will star Nashville Ballet’s Kayla Rowser and feature an original score by Grammy Award-winning musician 
Rhiannon Giddens, a renowned solo artist and founding member of the Carolina Chocolate Drops.

“My thing has always been the excavation of history,” says Giddens, “so that we realize there is no ‘other.’ That we 
are all going through the same things, and what divides us is always an outside force for the purpose of control.”

Less than four years ago, Misty Copeland made ballet history when she became the first black woman to ever be 
promoted to principal in the American Ballet Theater.

It was a groundbreaking moment for the company and for the art.

Still, despite the pioneering of black dancers who broke racial barriers many decades ago, African-American 
ballerinas remain underrepresented.

For 30-year-old Rowser, the role of Lucy brings a complexity she has never experienced before.

“I’m still kind of wrapping my head around that my character is a black woman,” she says. “That’s just something 
that never even occurred to me I would actually experience.

“For me, it would be, ‘I’m a black woman playing these characters; therefore the character, in this particular 
performance, is a black woman.’ ”

And she has always been one of the few dark-skinned ballerinas in the dance studio.

To play the role of a black woman empowered by her otherness brings a complexity to the role Rowser doesn’t often 
feel on stage.

It is not simply being a swan or Cinderella; in this performance she must channel the anger and tenseness and 
strength that comes as a black woman.

“That’s something that I am every single day — and that I am reminded of daily,” she says. “I am really putting part 
of myself in that I haven’t before.”

The 41-year-old Giddens, too, is exploring new paths with this production.

It is the first time she has written a ballet score.

Working alongside acclaimed Italian pianist and percussionist Francesco Turrisi, Giddens was drawn to the 
collaboration — the dimensions of dance and sound.

And the storyline — which focuses on an African woman living in London, while eliciting modern imagery of the 
Deep South — brought an element of relevancy.

“It was a unique fit for me,” says Giddens, a MacArthur “Genius” Grant recipient, who has made a career out of 
examining and revitalizing the under-recognized aspects of African-American music and culture.

Giddens and Turrisi began the creative process in a room with the dancers themselves.

Guided by the ballet’s artistic director, Paul Vasterling, they watched as their music’s fluidity shaped the dancers’ 
bodies and as Williams’ poetry escalated the movement’s emotion.

“When all the boundaries are open and the ego is gone, then you can really find the heart of Lucy,” she says, 



“because that’s who we are trying to champion. If we open our minds, then Lucy wins.”

The collaboration, Giddens said, was “very true to Shakespeare’s time.” 

“Things were very much alive. He was handwriting scripts and making changes. It was live theater. 

“And as we are creating, we are affecting each other.”

For Williams, the intersection of dance and music with age-old verse added a pop flair to classical composition. 
Shakespeare, she says, was the pop star of his day.

“It’s wild, it’s bawdy, it’s irreverent,” Williams says of his sonnets. “It’s also perfect and deeply elegant and high art. 
And I think those things can live together.”

Just, she says, as we all can.

In racially fraught moments, when inequality cuts through conversations, these collaborators feel the power in the 
performance. 

“We’re in a time where people need to see that and feel that and be able to share that through art,” Rowser says. 
“Especially through the lens of a minority character.”

Lucy is a character of strength. She claims everything that is hers and doesn’t let anyone take it away from her — 
whether they see worth in her or not. She loved a man, but she didn’t need him to come save her.

“People need to see, whether or not she’s a black woman, that she was strong and had it together,” Rowser says.

That is the message Williams hopes audience members take with them.

“I love exploding people’s expectations,” Williams says. “Or turning notions on their ear.

“I want to leave people with a sense that the other has always belonged at the table. That there’s always been 
room. We’re not imposing a narrative or rewriting something; we’re just pulling back the curtain on something that 
did exist and should be celebrated.”
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The Dance Club

Writer: Jonah Eller-Isaacs
Date published: January 16, 2019
Native
Link: http://native.is/article/the-dance-club/

Take Lucy Negro, Redux—Caroline Randall 
Williams’ Shakespeare-inspired book of poetry 
about black identity and womanhood—add 
the Nashville Ballet, plus music from Rhiannon 
Giddens, and what do you get? One of the most 
groundbreaking events in the country.

A sultry Mississippi midsummer, 2012. Caroline 
Randall Williams was indulging in a guilty 
pleasure: reading British tabloid rag the Daily 
Mail. Oh, she knows. “I claim that. And I’m not 
ashamed of it. But I also—I know what that looks 
like. I don’t smoke cigarettes, I don’t go to tanning 
beds. But I do read the Daily Mail every day.

“Every so often, they do publish things that are 
true and interesting,” Randall Williams laughs. 
“And the way they do the titles is so glorious.” 
The author, poet, Shakespeare scholar, and 
Nashville native stopped at a headline. “I came 
across this article: ‘Was Bard’s Lady a Woman 
of Ill Repute?’ I go, ‘Yessssssss. Yes! Was 
Bard’s lady a woman of ill repute?!?’ Anything 

scandalous to do with Shakespeare. I love things that humanize him . . . I love the idea that Shakespeare fell in love 
with a brothel owner somehow!”

The clickbait title would lead Randall Williams on a fertile literary journey, and even beyond her pages to an 
eventual collaboration of her words with dance and music—and a powerful reckoning of her identity as a black 
woman.

The accompanying article laid out the research of one Dr. Duncan Salkeld, an expert in paleography, or the study of 
handwriting. Salkeld was documenting Elizabethan-era prison records, more or less illegible to anyone without his 
expertise, when he discovered a connection between Shakespeare’s troupe and a brothel owner named Black Luce 
(an archaic spelling of Lucy).

“Black Lucy, aliases Lucy Easte, Lucy Baynum. Black Lucy was a brothel owner, simply put, and likely a woman of 
Moorish descent,” Randall Williams explains. “She was really successful, and she was never arrested . . . People 
were constantly getting arrested on her premises—and she was somehow never there. I just found that narrative so 
empowering and intriguing.”

Caroline Randall Williams has invited me to her home, a breathtaking mansion on Blair Avenue owned by her 
parents, author Alice Randall (The Wind Done Gone) and historian David Ewing. After decades away, she’s returned 
as an adult to her childhood home (in a piece of multidimensional folk art hanging in the dining room, her smiling 
family is driving a car toward their home on the hill). Randall Williams and a roommate live here along with 
Sebastian, her Petit Brabançon Brussels Griffon. Between occasional barks and growls from the minuscule furball, 
we’re discussing Lucy Negro, Redux, her book of poetry, newly released by Third Man Books, that takes Black Lucy’s 
story as a jumping-off point for an exploration of otherness, black femininity, and sexuality.
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Could Black Lucy be the famous Dark Lady mentioned in Shakespeare’s Sonnets? “Up until Duncan came across this 
record, people had speculated,” Randal Williams informs me. “People had known about Black Lucy, and scholars 
have long been hunting for the identity of the Dark Lady in the sonnets, in history . . . Up until Duncan’s discovery, 
there hadn’t been any document that put Shakespeare and/or anyone immediately attached to Shakespeare and 
Lucy in the same place, to say, Oh they definitely knew each other.”

What Dr. Salkeld found in the 16th-century prison record was documentation of the arrest (at Black Lucy’s brothel!) 
of an actor from Shakespeare’s circle. Randall Williams flipped. “I’m like, ‘This is crazy! Why is no one freaking out 
about this?!? Oh my GOD!’” She pauses, takes a breath. “And then I remember that the intersection of people that 
care about Shakespeare deeply, black woman-ness, and also read the Daily Mail is really limited.”

Our laughter fills the room. Even with that unlikeliest of Venn diagrams, Randall Williams wondered, “Where’s 
the parade? Where’s the party? Where’s the ringing of the alarm?” Since no one else seemed to appreciate the 
dramatic news, she applied for, and was given, a small research grant through her MFA program at the University of 
Mississippi. That spring, she flew to England to meet Salkeld.

Strolling through Clerkenwell, the London neighborhood where Black Lucy and her ladies walked the streets, Randall 
Williams found herself in their world. “I was at that point totally captivated,” Randall Williams tells me.

Will and Lucy were everywhere. “She was here. She was here. She was here. And he was here. And now I am. And 
I’m now part of the story of these stones, a story that began before them, but that they added to and that now I’m 
getting to engage with explicitly.”

When Shakespeare wrote, in Sonnet 132, “Then will I swear beauty herself is black,” what if, Randall Williams 
suggests, “he meant black. Which he probably just did! Shakespeare’s a very intentional writer. He has all of his 
words.”

Was his beauty the Moorish brothel owner, Black Lucy? Thanks to Dr. Salkeld’s research, it’s clearly possible. But 
does the truth matter? Lucy Negro, Redux exists. It is a real book of poetry. Black Lucy was a real person. Beyond 
that, Randall Williams explains, the lack of any further details about Black Lucy works in the poet’s favor. “It’s sort of 
a weird mercy of history that there’s not more,” she posits, “so I can imagine her into existence in a way that feels 
right to me.” Black Lucy is: whatever the poet needs.

Randall Williams recalls the way her deep dive into Black Lucy gave her a new way to see herself. “Thinking 
about her caused me to ask so many questions about my own sense of my body in the world and the way people 
experience it. My color in the world and the way people experience it. The way I experience people experiencing 
it.” She adds with a grin, “Lucy is in that way sort of an avatar for otherness, and for claiming it positively and 
celebrating it.”

“I am the descendant of slave owners and slaves,” Randall Williams tells me. “I don’t have a white side of my 
family, a black side. I have a lot of history of plantation rape in my family. But that’s always been a meaningful 
truth in my life, that’s never been mysterious to me. I was raised knowing that.” She lays out her family tree—its 
rotten roots will be sadly familiar to some. “I am the child of two black people, the grandchild of four black people, 
the great-granddaughter of seven or eight black people, depending on who you ask. And if you go back one more 
generation, the majority of my great-great-grandfathers are white men who took advantage of their help . . . [that’s] 
why I exist, in the color and body that I do.”

The history of white plantation owners lusting after their chattel, disgusted at their own forbidden desire is, Randall 
Williams points out, “very real to black Southernness and femininity. But it’s all up in Shakespeare! And that is 
what was crazy for me. To look at those poems and say, ‘This thing that I thought was this peculiar hardship of my 
ancestresses in this country has a narrative that was articulated by my actual already-favorite writer!’”

Caroline Randall Williams’ first-ever printed piece was a February 2013 cover story on Justin Townes Earle for this 
very magazine; shortly after, Ampersand Books released the first edition of her debut poetry collection, Lucy Negro, 
Redux. Lucy Negro is fiery, complex, and passionate. The book tears across centuries, pulling the reader into the 



swirling dark waters of Black Lucy. Lucy washes over you, crashing wave after wave, verse after stanza. The poems 
smell of sweat and sex and stones. Bits of songs ripple through the pages: field hollers, Etta James, jubahandclaps, 
children’s rhymes. Lucy, Lucy where you been?

The musicality of Lucy Negro, the bluesy sway and stomp, is certainly part of what captivated Paul Vasterling, the 
artistic director of the Nashville Ballet—which brings us to the unexpected second chapter in the life of Lucy Negro, 
Redux. Vasterling is a voracious reader and consumer of artistic media, and everyone in his sphere knows it. When a 
board member of the ballet happened to catch a certain poet reading from her new book, Vasterling ended up with a 
copy of Lucy Negro, Redux.

Between the Nutcracker and prep for a gala to celebrate his twentieth year with the company, Vasterling finds time 
to answer my questions via email. Reading Lucy Negro, he was hooked instantly. “I started this one weekend and 
almost immediately saw that it could be something—a film, a play maybe,” he writes. “So I called Caroline to ask 
to meet. When we did, I asked her if she would consider it being a ballet.” Vasterling understood the emphasis the 
work placed on black identity and womanhood, and so he also asked Randall Williams “if she thought that I, a white 
man, would be the person to choreograph and direct it.

“She said yes,” Vasterling continues, “and then pointed out that a secondary but large part of the story that appears 
in her poems is that of the alleged relationship between Shakespeare and the so-called ‘Fair Youth’ of the sonnets. 
Shakespeare wrote two-thirds of the sonnets to this young man and the other third to the ‘Dark Lady.’ Being a gay 
man who has lived my life and my relationship in various levels of ‘outness’—and certainly feeling a strong sense of 
otherness—I saw my fit for this, a rightness about this project coming into my spectrum at this moment in my life.”

The Third Man Books edition of Lucy Negro, Redux includes a conversation between Vasterling and Randall 
Williams, as well as a condensed libretto of Vasterling’s choreography and photos from early developmental 
rehearsals. The choreographer notes: “I think ballet, and dance stories in general, lend themselves to this slow burn 
of understanding. Caroline’s book is a narrative, but one that is not quite linear—I found that I understood the story 
slowly over the period of the reading.”

Randall Williams remembers her response when Vasterling reached out. “I said, ‘I need to meet you and see if it 
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works.’ And then, ‘Do you have a dancer?’ And by ‘Do you have a dancer,’ I mean, ‘Do you have a woman who’s 
world-class?’ Because the talent alone comes first, right? But then, ‘Do you have somebody who’s world-class, and 
also a woman of color who can embody this?’”

She adds, “It’s funny, knowing Paul now, he never would’ve brought this up if he didn’t have one. But you know, 
sometimes, people are: Just. Not. Woke.”

Nashville is blessed to have a spectacularly talented prima ballerina in our local ballet company. Most importantly 
for this particular role, Kayla Rowser is also African American. “I would never have even come up with this idea if 
Kayla had not been in Nashville Ballet, or if she had not been at her current very high level of artistry,” Vasterling 
explains. “As I was reading Caroline’s book, I literally saw Kayla as Lucy. And as I think about it now, I see Kayla—
the way she moves, the way she expresses herself in movement. She informs the way I develop this character in my 
head. All of this will inform the way the movement for the piece is developed.”

Rowser deserves an entire write-up all to herself: she’s not only a sublimely beautiful dancer and person, she’s also 
a deep thinker who’s carefully considered what it means to be a black ballerina. It shouldn’t be rare, and yet it is. 
It shouldn’t be revolutionary, and yet. I visit the ballet’s studios, tucked away in West Nashville, for a quick chat. 
They’re dancing when I arrive; they’re always dancing. They rehearse 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., five days a week, and most of 
them have second jobs, teaching or in school themselves. These dancers work their (sculpted) butts off.

Rowser exits the sprung floor in a broad tutu and requests a quick change before we talk. The ballet’s staff gets us 
all set up in a conference room looking out on the main hall. I ask Rowser about Black Lucy and she beams. “I’m 
excited to represent a character of strength, of ambition, but also a black woman. And to have all of that together, 
and to be able to portray that through my art form, is really, really, really exciting!” Rowser says with a laugh. “I’m 
obviously a black woman, but my characters have never been black women.

“I feel it’s going to be really rewarding,” she continues, “but also emotionally challenging . . . It’s very different, and 
I’m very excited for the challenge.”

If she wasn’t up for facing difficulty, she wouldn’t be here, as the ballet’s principal dancer. She’s a black woman in an 
art form that’s historically whiter than driving a Prius to a farmer’s market. That has to be tough, right? “You know, on 
some days, the weight of that feels pretty heavy. And other days, it doesn’t. But I think I’ve been fortunate enough in 
ballet to have people who have seen my strength as a dancer and as an artist, and they’ve also seen and recognized 
the fact that I’ve defied some things.” She laughs, big and brightly. “Based on the textbook, I shouldn’t be doing 
roles I’m doing, I shouldn’t be as successful in my career as I am.

“But there are so many nuances,” Rowser points out. “Even from trying to find shoes that match my skin tone. And 
the costume shop, they so graciously send off tights to be custom dyed for me—but I can’t wear those in rehearsals, 
because they don’t exist on a shelf. So even little things like that, they’re huge . . . To say that there’s not a lot of 
weight in being a black woman in ballet would be completely false.” Still, when Rowser considers her skill level and 
her career trajectory, she’s certain: “The time is now to do a ballet like this.”

The final ingredient in this potent creative stew is the music—ballet isn’t so great without it. Vasterling and Randall 
Williams agreed that it made sense to seek out a young, talented black woman, and my oh my did they ever find 
one. Scoring the ballet and performing live in February is Rhiannon Giddens, the recipient of a MacArthur “Genius 
Grant” and winner of the Steve Martin Prize for her expert banjo skills and her reclamation of old-time string band 
music. More specifically, she takes the music back to its roots—to spirituals, field hollers, and gutbucket Delta 
blues, before white folk recorded and commercialized it. Before Elvis. (Despite attempts at scheduling a video chat, 
Giddens and I unfortunately fail to bridge the Atlantic Ocean and the time difference between me in Nashville and 
her in Ireland before press time.)

On the whole, Lucy Negro Redux is remarkable. There are now three supremely talented, young, black female artists 
working on the project, all of them working in spaces traditionally dominated by whiteness: the scholarly study of 
Shakespeare, ballet, and old-time music.



And, most incredibly, this is all going down here. “This is just greater than the sum of its parts, in terms of the 
narrative of the collaboration itself, of all the things that had to come together, and of the goodwill of people who 
want a thing . . . And this is happening in Nashville!” Randall Williams nearly screams with delight. “Can you 
believe that? Little old Nashville, with its thirty-year-old ballet company, is the city where this gets to happen?! 
Where we’re writing about Shakespeare’s Dark Lady, [alongside] Grammy Award–winning musicians. And everything 
is happening in Nashville! It’s amazing.”

With Attitude: Lucy Negro Redux, Nashville 
Ballet Creates a Seismic Shift in Dance

Writer: Erica Ciccarone
Date published: February 11, 2019
Nashville Scene
Link: https://www.nashvillescene.com/arts-
culture/performance-art/article/21046686/
with-attitude-lucy-negro-redux-nashville-ballet-
creates-a-seismic-shift-in-dance

Attitude: Lucy Negro Redux is a ballet for people 
who didn’t know that they could love ballet. 

Friday night, the Scene checked out the world 
premiere of the production — a ballet based 
on Nashville poet Caroline Randall Williams’ 
poetry book about the Dark Lady, who figures 
prominently in Shakespeare’s Sonnets 127-154. 
Produced by Nashville Ballet, the production 
was scored by Carolina Chocolate Drops founder 
Rhiannon Giddens, who performed during the 
three-day run at TPAC’s Polk Theater Feb. 8-10.

It was nothing short of astonishing, cracking the 
art form open and recreating it to be more open, 
inclusive and vibrant. 

Williams narrated the production, sauntering across the stage to recite the poems she wrote as part of her master’s 
degree thesis, Lucy Negro, Redux, in 2015. Williams became fascinated with Shakespeare’s Dark Lady. She said 
at a panel discussion sponsored by Native magazine that she looked to Shakespeare, who she called her “first 
big love,” to answer questions she had about black women loving white men. Interracial relationships between 
black women and white men carry a complicated inheritance because women confined to slavery were so often 
raped by slaveholders and other white authority figures. Most of the scholarship about the sonnets looks to various 
Mediterranean women as Shakespeare’s muse, but Williams found one scholar who believed otherwise. She wrote 
to Duncan Salkeld, a professor at the University of Chichester in West Sussex, England, and he suggested she travel 
across the pond to meet him and view the documents suggesting that Shakespeare’s Dark Lady was named Black 
Luce, a biracial madame of a brothel who was in the same social circles as Shakespeare. Williams went to England, 
and in doing so, she gave herself permission to “wildly surmise” a history, as she said in the post-show talkback — 
“to make wild leaps of the imagination.”

The result is a sexy, audacious, beautiful volume of poetry that births Lucy Negro into being and proves — in case 
we had any doubts, which we shouldn’t — that “there is beauty in the dark.” Nashville Ballet’s artistic director 
Paul Vasterling was so enchanted by the book that he approached Williams about adapting it into a ballet, which 
he choreographed and directed. The lead is played by Kayla Rowser, who gave an emotional, flawless performance. 
She summons the confidence and courage that Williams imagined in Lucy — a woman who is unapologetic about 
who she is. Rowser and Williams are accompanied on stage by composers Rhiannon Giddens and Francesco Turrisi. 
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Giddens calls the music a “folk score” of dance-based music with roots in Shakespeare’s time. Turrisi is a world-
renowned Italian instrumentalist whose knowledge of chord progressions in Elizabethan theater gave the score 
authenticity, but with Giddens’ bluesy, folk bent.

Williams said in the talkback that Shakespeare’s sonnets were a window into understanding and owning her own 
beauty, and it shows. Technical mastery aside — though it too is potent — the production is about her bold journey 
to find self-love that embraces blackness and gives voice to those who historically have not been heard before. 
It’s almost unbelievable that Black Lucy found a home in ballet, an art form so rigid about whiteness that black 
and brown ballerinas still must dye their shoes — Capezio, the leading dance shoe maker, does not sell pointe 
shoes that are not pink, even though ballet shoes are supposed to extend the line of the leg as far as possible. 
While smaller companies are making up for this lack by offering a variety of skin tones, Capezio shows a troubling 
institutional stubbornness that excludes dancers who don’t fit a mythical norm.

All this is to say that Attitude: Lucy Negro Redux is not just original, but revolutionary — marking a seismic shift in 
the art form not just in Nashville, but in dance the world-over.

Third Man Books has re-released the book with bonus material: a conversation between Vasterling and Williams, 
Vasterling’s director/choreographer’s notes and photos of the record from Bridewell Prison that mentions Black Luce. 
You can preorder it here. And if you missed the production in Nashville, you can catch it in Knoxville during Big Ears 
Festival Mar. 20 - 21. It’s well worth the trip. 
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